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ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITIONSIN QUASI ONE-DIMENSIONAL -Na1=3V2O5UNDER PRESSURES. Klimm, D. Ciesla, G. Obermeier, P. PfalzerV. Eyert, and S. HornUniversität Augsburg, Universitätsstr. 1, 86135 Augsburg, Germany(Reeived July 10, 2002)The pressure dependene of the phase transitions in the quasi one-dimensional vanadium oxide -Na1=3V2O5 has been studied by magnetisuseptibility and eletrial resistivity measurements. Under pressure themetalinsulator (MI) transition at TMI = 130 K shifts to lower, the mag-neti transition at TN = 24 K to higher temperatures. This behavior isdisussed in terms of inreasing interhain oupling.PACS numbers: 71.30.+h, 62.50.+p1. IntrodutionAmong the strongly anisotropi sodium vanadates NaxV2O5 the quasione-dimensional (1D) -Na1=3V2O5 is the only metalli ompound. It ex-hibits a metalinsulator (MI) transition as a funtion of temperature atTMI = 130 K [1℄. The monolini struture omprises three inequivalentvanadium sites [2,3℄. Two of the sites (V1, V2) have an otahedral and one(V3) a square pyramidal oxygen oordination. The latter site is assumedto be lose to a V5+ (d0) oupation, leaving one eletron, donated by thesodium ions, to be distributed among four V ions on the V1 and/or V2 sites.Below TMI dierent eletron ongurations in a harge ordered state havebeen disussed [47℄. Resistivity measurements above TMI show metallibehavior along the b axis, while semionduting behavior is observed per-pendiular to b. At TN = 24 K a magneti transition ours [1℄, whih hasbeen shown by NMR measurements to be long range in nature [4℄. FromEPR and magnetization measurements [79℄ it was onluded, that the or-dered state is a anted antiferromagnet, with the ferromagneti omponent Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 1013, 2002.(819)
820 S. Klimm et al.aligned along the b axis. External pressure is expeted to inrease inter-hain interations and therefore an yield information about the eet ofdimensionality on the phase transitions in this ompound.2. Experimental resultsNeedle like single rystals of a typial size of 4  0:4  0:2 mm3 weregrown by a ux method. The resistivity was measured using a standardfour-probe DC-tehnique. AC-suseptibility measurements were performedusing a mutual indutane bridge in whih several rystals were aligned withthe b axis parallel to the magneti eld. Quasi hydrostati pressure experi-ments were arried out in a self lamped CuBe piston-ylinder ell.Anomalies in the eletrial resistivity at 240 K and 222 K signal ordering onthe Na sublattie. While these transitions appear to be independent of pres-sure, the MI transition shifts to lower temperatures at a rate of 28 K/GPa.The onset of the magnetially ordered state at TN is indiated by a uspin the AC-suseptibility, whih shifts to higher temperatures at a rate of5 K/GPa with inreasing pressure. Fig. 1 summarizes the pressure depen-denies of the phase transitions. TMI(p) was investigated for two dierentsamples (open and lled symbols in Fig. 1(left)) both showing the samepressure dependene.
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Fig. 1. Pressure dependenies of the MI transition (left) and the magneti transition(right) as determined by resistivity and suseptibility measurements, respetively.NEXAFS measurements in the total eletron yield (TEY) mode wereperformed on the O 1s edge under ultra high vauum at the U41-1/PGMbeamline at the BESSY 2 storage ring using a rystal of the same bath asfor the resistane measurements. A lean surfae was prepared by leavingthe rystal inside the vauum hamber. NEXAFS spetra of the O 1s edge
Eletroni and Magneti Phase Transitions in Quasi. . . 821are presented in Fig. 2. It is expeted from the quasi 1D struture that thehybridization between V 3d and O2p states is highly anisotropi. This isreeted by the strong anisotropy of the spetra as the sample is rotatedaround the ystallographi a axis from a geometry with the polarizationvetor ~E of the X-rays parallel to the 1D b axis (' = 0Æ) to one with ~Eperpendiular to the b axis (Fig. 2a). No hanges in the spetra are observedon ooling the sample below the Na-ordering temperature and further belowthe MIT (Fig. 2b), indiating only subtle hanges of the eletroni strutureat these transitions.
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Fig. 2. NEXAFS spetra of the O 1s edge of Na1=3V2O5 as a funtion of angle 'between the polarization vetor of the inident X-rays and the rystallographi baxis (a) and as funtion of temperature T (b).3. DisussionThe phase transitions at TMI = 130 K and TN = 24 K show a pronounedpressure dependene and lear signatures in the magneti suseptibility, in-diating that the V ions are involved in the respetive transition. Aordingto NMRmeasurements [4℄ the 3d-eletrons oupy the V1 and V2 sites aboveTMI. The expeted quasi 1D nature of the resulting eletroni struture isonrmed by our band struture alulations based on density funtionaltheory, whih show a pronouned dispersion parallel, but a very small dis-persion perpendiular to the b axis. The partial density of states (DOS)further predits a dominant oupation of the V2 sites ompared to V1and almost no oupation of the V3 sites. The 1D nature of the eletronistruture and its onomitant Fermi surfae nesting will leave Na1=3V2O5suseptible to a Peierls like transition. The pressure dependene of the MI-transition is indeed onsistent with suh a senario: appliation of pressurewill inrease the oupling between vanadium hains and, at the same time,the lattie stiness. The inrease of interhain interation will inrease the
822 S. Klimm et al.3d-band dispersion perpendiular to the hains and, onomitantly, reduethe nested portion of the Fermi surfae and, onsequently, TMI dereases.An inreased lattie stiness will derease TMI further. Inreased interhaininteration will suppress utuations harateristi of the quasi 1D systemand shift the magneti transition to higher temperatures onsistent with theobserved pressure dependene of TN.To explain that a Peierls like transition results in an insulating state onehas to involve both harge order and eletroni orrelations. Below the Naordering the doubling of the unit ell in b diretion and the onomitantband splitting will lead to 1/4 lled bands. The NMR results [4℄ suggesta harge ordering below TMI with the 3d-eletrons either ompletely on V1or V2 sites. Our band struture alulations would favor the V2 sites. Ina loal piture this an be realized by a dimerization of V2 sites, resultingin a bonding-nonbonding splitting. The resulting half lled band situationould lead to an insulating state due to on-site Coulomb interations. Thefat that the NEXAFS spetra show no hanges at TMI suggests only subtleif any hanges in the eletroni struture on a loal sale.Clearly more investigations of the eletroni struture and the lattiedistortions at the MI-transition have to be arried out to obtain a betterunderstanding of the insulating state and the distribution of the d-eletronson the various V sites in the metalli and insulating state of Na1=3V2O5.This work was supported by Grant No. SFB 484 of the DeutsheFors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